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THE VILLAGE  SCHOOL, c, 1840
Engraving by H* Bourne after T. Webster
they were ahead of their time and they failed to generate a popular movement*
It is very difficult to draw the picture of eighteenth century education*
The Universities were lethargic in temper, antiquated in curriculum*
Many parents preferred to send their sons abroad under the care of a tutor,
to see the world, learn French, and take lessons, at suitable places, in history,
fencing, dancing and the other social accomplishments. Eton, Harrow and
Westminster attracted the sons of the aristocracy. The other old schools
had for the most part a local clientele and they shaded off into grammar schools,
large and small, active or somnolent which provided for the lesser gentry,
tradesmen and yeomen* The private school flourished : almost any competent
teacher could fill his house. For the poorer class, there were charity schools
and dames schools; schools kept by the parish clerk or by the cobbler in the
intervals of his business. But there was no system : no need for system was
felt. And the new urban aggregations set growing by the development of
industry were almost wholly unprovided for*
In 1816 Robert Owen, the pioneer of nursery schools, founded an infant
school for children of the age of two* In some industrial districts where mothers
went out to work 4 minding schools * were also established. Under the
Factory Act of 1802 the State required factories employing apprentices to give
secular instruction in reading, writing and arithmetic for the first four years of
apprenticeship, but this was little enforced* It was left to religious and volun-
tary societies to force the issue. The British and Foreign Schools Society was
founded in 1808 by Joseph Lancaster who was the son of a humble dissenting
family; he opened the unsectartan " Royal Free School ** in Southwark

